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Affective computing

is a multidisciplinary topic, with the aim to give computers the ability to:

→ recognize emotions,

→ express emotions,

→ “have” emotions.

Picard, R. (1997). Affective computing. 1st ed. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.



Dyadic interactions

Human - Human Agent - Human Agent - Agent



with a focus on...

observable emotional
facial expressions

(typically) hidden
physiological responses





From a psychological side

Goldman, A. I., & Sripada, C. S. (2005). Simulationist models of face-based emotion recognition. Cognition, 94(3), 193-213.



Mindreading

Goldman, A. I., & Sripada, C. S. (2005). Simulationist models of face-based emotion recognition. Cognition, 94(3), 193-213.

Theory-Theory (TT)
mental-state attributor (observer) deploys a 
naive psychological theory (innate or acquired) 
to infer mental states in others from their 
behaviour.

Simulation-Theory (ST)
mental-state attributor (observer) arrives at a 
mental attribution by simulating, replicating, or 
reproducing in his own mind the same state as 
the target’s, or by attempting to do so.



Proposed framework



Perception of facial expression

Meltzoff, A. N., & Moore, M. K. (1977). Imitation of facial and manual gestures by human neonates. Science, 198(4312), 75-78.



Visuomotor mapping (VMM) 

At the heart of the simulation-based 
framework is the modelling of a 
suitable visuomotor mapping of 
perceived facial cues to an internal 
somatic motor space.

Nagai, Y., Kawai, Y., & Asada, M. (2011, August). Emergence of mirror neuron system: Immature vision leads to self-other correspondence. 
In Development and Learning (ICDL), 2011 IEEE International Conference on (Vol. 2, pp. 1-6). IEEE.



Neurobiological constraints



Functional architecture

The different processes based on 
the neural architecture can be
described as stochastic processes.

The state-spaces exchange 
information according to the 
functional architecture.



Proposed framework



More formally...

Assuming a dyadic interaction between an 
expresser (�) and an observer (Ο).

Define observer’s state at time t, as a 
collection of RVs



More formally...

and a set of conditional independence 
assertions

• Markovianity

• Somato and viscero motor independence



Theoretical model



Internal loop of simulation “as-if”



Proposed framework



Implementation model

→ Non-linear mapping that preserve 
spatial and temporal similarities 
of dynamic state-space 
trajectories.

→ Internal motor spaces must be 
endowed with generative 
capabilities, to support actual 
simulation (e.g. facial mimicry, 
physiological response).

visuomotor mapping

Deep Gaussian Process

Variational
Bayesian FilterPredictive MLE



Implementation model    CENTRAL AFFECTIVE CONTROL (DEEP GAUSSIAN PROCESS)

Damianou, A., & Lawrence, N. (2013, April). Deep gaussian processes. In Artificial Intelligence and Statistics (pp. 207-215)



Implementation model    SOMATOMOTOR SPACE (CANDIDE-3)

Ahlberg, J. (2001). Candide-3-an updated parameterised face.

Formalised as a 3D deformable shape model.



Implementation model    SOMATOMOTOR SPACE (CANDIDE-3)

Lanzarotti, R., Cuculo, V., D’Amelio, A., Grossi, G. & Lin, J. (2017) A note on modelling a somatic motor space for affective facial expressions. 
In Automatic Affect Analysis and Synthesis Workshop. Springer, Cham

Perceptual state-space Somatomotor state-space Facial action state-space



Experiments



Experiments DATASET

Ringeval, F., Sonderegger, A., Sauer, J., and Lalanne, D. (2013). Introducing the recola multimodal corpus of remote collaborative and affective 
interactions. In Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition (FG), 2013 10th IEEE International Conference and Workshops on (pp. 1-8). IEEE.

RECOLA
publicly available multimodal corpus of 
spontaneous collaborative and 
affective interactions in French

46 participants (23 recordings)

multimodal data:
• video
• audio
• physiological signals: ECG and EDA

6 annotators evaluated emotion continuously on the 
two dimensions of arousal and valence



Experiments DATASET

Boccignone, G., Conte, D., Cuculo, V., & Lanzarotti, R. (2017, November). AMHUSE: A Multimodal dataset for HUmour Sensing. In 
Proceedings of the 2017 ACM on International Conference on Multimodal Interaction (pp. 438-445). ACM.

AMHUSE
publicly available dataset acquired by 
PHuSe Lab, during an experiment 
concerning amusement elicitation

36 participants

multimodal data:
• video
• depth
• physiological signals: EDA, HR, SKT

V/A continuous annotations



Experiments SIGNAL PROCESSING

Processing specific for each physiological 
signal, but in general:

1. De-trend and de-noise of the raw signal

2. Signal segmentation

3. Feature extraction



Experiments SIGNAL PROCESSING

Processing specific for each physiological 
signal, but in general:

1. De-trend and de-noise of the raw signal

2. Signal segmentation

3. Feature extraction

Courtemanche, F., Dufresne, A., & LeMoyne, É. L. (2014, January). Multiresolution feature extraction during psychophysiological inference: 
addressing signals Asynchronicity. In International Conference on Physiological Computing Systems (pp. 43-56). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.



Experiments SIGNAL PROCESSING

Processing specific for each physiological 
signal, but in general:

1. De-trend and de-noise of the raw signal

2. Signal segmentation

3. Feature extraction



Experiment 1 GENERATION

The generation of both physiological signals and visible cues given a learnt core affect state space.



Experiment 1 GENERATION RESULTS





Experiment 2 INFERENCE

The inference of valence/arousal in an observer, on the basis of his autonomic activity information and the 
visual cues of an expresser.



Experiment 2 INFERENCE RESULTS

Simulation of the prediction process during an 
interaction experiment, by relying:

1. only on the observer’s somatomotor route (SM),
2. combining SM and the electrodermal
3. combining SM and heartrate,
4. considering SM and all available visceromotor 

routes,

and, only in case of the AMHUSE dataset, also
combining SM and the skin temperature.

Always adopting the “as if” inner loop.

AMHUSE

RECOLA



Additional result

Observable V/A trajectories from a single person e(t), can 
be modelled with an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.

Kuppens, P., Oravecz, Z., & Tuerlinckx, F. (2010). Feelings change: accounting for individual differences in the temporal dynamics of affect. 
Journal of personality and social psychology, 99(6), 1042.



Future directions
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